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industry: different perspectives from 
Asia and Europe 

This chapter underlines the importance of having a national film agency/council. For instance, Korea, France and 

Denmark are examples of countries where the establishment of a central film entity provides the countries with a 

foundation for a pro-active and decisive film policy. The following will give an overview of the organisation of 

these national film bodies, their objectives and the way they work. 
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Introducing Korean Film Council (KOFIC) 

Mr Kim Hong-Joon 
Former Commissioner, Korean Film Council, Korea 

Overview 

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) is a specialised organisation that, as part of the wider 
State sector, has been entrusted by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism to promote and 
support Korean films both in Korea and abroad. While KOFIC receives its budget from 
the government, its abi l i ty to make its own policies and conduct its activit ies 
independently makes it a semi-autonomous entity (as defined by the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development- OECD), or what is more widely referred to 
as a Quango or'quasi-autonomous non-government organisation.' 
The government oversees KOFIC's activities, and the National Assembly, as the 
representative organ of the people, conducts an annual audit of its finances. KOFIC's 
appropriate degree of distance from the government allows it to forge highly efficient 
film policies that are designed to develop the Korean film industry. 

KOFIC consists of nine commissioners, the Secretariat, the Namyangju Studio, and the 
Korean Academy of Film Arts (KAFA). Under the command of the Secretariat are the 
General Affairs Department, Domestic Support Department and International 
Promotion Department.The KOFIC Namyangju Studio consists of Studio Management 
Department and A/VTechnical Departments. 
Legally, KOFIC is an heir to the former KMPPC (Korean Motion Picture Promotion 
Corporation), a state-controlled agency which was transformed into KOFIC in 1999 
according to the newly-revised Film Promotion Law. The total restructuring of the 
organisation and reshaping of policies and activities followed, and the first three-year 
term of the KOFIC commissioners (1999-2002) concentrated on (re)-inventing fi lm 
promotion policies by channelling the film industry's ideas and proposals.The second 
term, or the second'phase', started in May 2002, and since then KOFIC has been playing 
a major role especially in the domains of support for public, non-commercial filmmaking 
and for higher recognition of Korean films abroad at both film festivals and markets. 
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KOFIC's main activities 

1. Establishment of plans to promote the film industry 
2. Management of film production facilities, including the KOFIC Namyangju Studio 
3. Establishment of criteria used to determine whether co-productions should be 

deemed Korean films or not 
4. Management of the Korean Film Promotion Fund 
5. Research and development 
6. Education and re-education of film-related human resources 
7. Provision of support for the production, distribution and screening of films in order 

to ensure the quality of films as well as greater diversification 
8. Support in the form of overseas marketing and the promotion of international 

exchange 

Some key points among promotional and support activities 

KOFIC is engaged in a variety of film-related activities. KOFIC is not only a state-funded film 
promotion agency, but also a private-sector enterprise which operates its own studio, laboratory 
and other post-production facilities. It also functions as an educational institution with its 
subsidiary organisations such as the Korean Film Academy (KAFA) and Media Centre 
(MediAct). The following are some key points among KOFIC's promotional and support 
activities which may deserve more attention and understanding from foreign observers of 
Korean film industry and culture. (All the figures are as of 2004). 

1. Korean Film Investment Union Financing Project: To create stable access to the 
investment needed to invigorate the production of Korean films and other forms 
of motion pictures, KOFIC selects five qualified investment unions and provides 
each with approximately US$ 2 million (approx€l.6 million). 

2. Support for the operation of ArtPlus Cinema: To provide opportunities for the 
screening of artistic/ diversified films and support the establishment of a 
production-to-distribution screening system for such films, KOFIC selects 10 
theatres nationwide which specialise in screening artistic films and provides 
them with management subsidies and programming expenditures. 

3. Asian Film Industry Network (AFIN): KOFIC has established a cooperative network 
with other public orgnisations across Asia that is designed to invigorate co-production, 
and educational programmes; to design joint film-related measures in 
Asia; and to increase the understanding of Asian markets through the exchange 
of information on other Asian countries'film industries. 

For more information, please refer to the Korean Film Industry Guide at www.kofic.or.kr 
an annual report published by KOFIC in English, which also contains more detailed 
descriptions and statistics on KOFIC and the Korean film industry. 
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New phase, new challenges 

The second 'phase'of KOFIC ended in May 2005, and nine new commissioners, recommended 
by diverse sectors and groups in film industry and culture and then'asked to be committed' 
by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, launched the third phase of KOFIC.The 
commissioners are not civil servants but common citizens, and the Chairperson is elected 
among the commissioners at their first meeting. The elected chairperson is the only 
full-time member of KOFIC, and the chairperson functions both as the chairman of 
commissioners' meetings and the president of the KOFIC as an organisation. 

The constitution of new commissioners, with diversity in their backgrounds and current 
careers, signifies the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead of KOFIC for the coming 
years. The nine members include a film journalist, a film director, two film producers, an 
actress and educator, an independent filmmaker/activist, a professor specialising in 
broadcasting and media policy, an animation producer and a new media producer. In 
short, they represent the widest spectrum of the Korean film scene. 

The short history of KOFIC coincides with the rapid development of Korean cinema, on 
both industrial and cultural levels. But the remarkable growth of the film industry in 
such a short period of time has also produced many problems, and at the same time 
there is a growing concern over the lack of support for such 'underprivileged' areas as 
independent or non-commercial filmmaking, recognition of film as a cultural heritage, 
and maintenance of diversity of films screened at cinemas.The new commissioners face 
a difficult task of keeping the balance between industrial and cultural spheres in 
KOFIC's support activities, and creating new opportunities out of various'crises'that are 
expected to come inevitably to Korean film industry in the near future. 

|2£gJ 
About the great achievement of the Korean film system and its funding system: where does the money 

come from? 

In Korea, the money for the film industry comes mostly from private industries and very little from subsidies (free market). 

The system has however changed from personal funding to new investors and distribution companies. There are no tax 

incentives for filmmakers. Until five years ago, film was regarded as entertainment, and today more as an industry. 30% of 

films screened are Korean and correspond to 55% of market share. 
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Focus on the "Sub-Degree on the Management of 
Arts and Video-films" 

HE Mr Som Sokun 
Under Secretary of State, Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, Cambodia 

It is worth mention that during this current era of globalisation, people seem likely to 
realise that the world is actively moving towards a homogenised culture, causing the 
loss of so many nations' traditional cultures. The development of Information and 
Technology has recently helped to accelerate this tendency throughout the world, 
causing all levels of national identity crisis. Undoubtedly, within this inevitable period of 
globalisation, both big and small countries are all positively and negatively influenced 
by all kinds of global tendencies. Consequently, we have to prevent the occurrence of 
its negative impact, and also to encourage its positive effects as well. 

This seminar's agenda, especially its first session on the "Role and Use of Legislation on 
Film Industry" is a very critical theme for Cambodia. I would like to briefly describe the 
situations of the Film Field of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts of the Kingdom of 
Cambodia. 

As you might be aware, within the current post-conflict period, Cambodia has to 
rehabilitate all development fields from scratch, and this also includes the Film Field. In 
Cambodia, the film institution belongs to the Government, i.e. under the authority of the 
Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, and is formally overseen by the Cinema-Video and 
Cultural Diffusion Department. As specifically defined by the Ministry, the department is 
responsible for encouraging film creation (the 7th Art productions), directing cultural and 
arts broadcasts through video-film and multimedia, and supporting stakeholders to 
further enhance their film products. 

Owing to our young experience in managing the field, there has been a substantial flow 
of foreign culture, both good and bad, into Cambodia through VCD and Video-films. 
This strongly affects Cambodian culture and tradition and has led a number of young 
people, who lack adequate educational thinking, to forget their own identity and 
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national soul, to disobey their ancestral tradition and social virtue, to ignore preserving 
their traditional culture as required by the government's policies. This requires very 
tough control over every business and over services and activities such as production, 
projection, exploitation, and sale of all video-films within Cambodia. 

As mentioned above, the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC), in order to comply 
with the role of fi lm in Cambodia, and so as to further encourage local and foreign 
producers, has vigorously enacted a Sub-Degree on the Management of Arts and 
Video-films having legal coverage over the management of the Realm of Films. 

This sub-degree aims at managing and controlling video and film as well as providing 
incentives to local video and film productions in order to preserve and protect national 
culture and ensure respect for social morality. Effectively, the sub-degree is also to 
manage and crack down on illegal videos and films in order to control producing, 
broadcasting and business practices of the seventh Art including film and video in 
any form, such as fi lm, video cassette, laser disc, video CD, DVD, and CD-ROM. 

Through our practical experiences, the Sub-Degree has earned, after its approval, 
remarkable public respect, and has been properly implemented by film producers and 
businessmen. It has, consequently, reduced to a minimum level the offences. In other 
words, Cambodian movies have become better produced and publicly received within 
the country and abroad. Concurrently, there have been a large number of illegal film 
activities due to the development of technology at the beginning of the 21 st century. 
This has caused much worry among honest producers and businessmen. In a swift 
response to these illegal activities, the RGC has afterwards enacted another Law on 
Copyright and Related Right to guarantee the authors' rights, and to protect 
cultural products such as movies and video-fi lms,so on and so for th. As a result, 
the enforcement of this law helped assure a legal business environment and 
contr ibute to the development of culture in all fields. For sure, the success in 
this law implementing activities has won international support for Cambodia to 
be integrated into the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2004. 

Furthermore, I would like to stress that all legal instruments relating to the Film Field as 
mentioned earlier are of substantial benefit to producers and businessmen both in 
C a m b o d i a and a b r o a d ; and s ince we are l a c k i n g so many mo re lega l 
instruments, our country, therefore, will continue to enact more legal instruments so as 
to provide legal protection and oversee our film industry and its stakeholders. 

We are strongly convinced that legislation plays a very important role in promoting the 
development of the film industry, and is substantially useful for the development of 
world film culture. With law enforcement and people's respect, countries not only in 
Asia and Europe, but also in the world over will greatly develop their cultural films. 
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Additionally, in Asian and European countries, the role and use of legislation are 
wholly dedicated to completely eliminate all offences committed by wrongdoers and 
to protect honest people. 

I strongly believe, eventually, that the lessons learnt, experiences acquired and 
knowledge obtained through this two-day seminar would be put to good use in 
Cambodia and in other Asian and European countries as well. 
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The French Support for Cinema: 
Focus on Cultural and Economic Objectives 

Mr Xavier Merlin 
Director of Department for European and International Affairs, Centre National de la Onematographie, France 

The French support system for cinema was built up after the Second World War. Even 
though its basic principles have not changed since then, it has evolved in order to take 
into account economic and technological changes in the cinema world (including the 
development of television and, more recently, the rise of video). 
Because cinema is a cultural industry, and a rather expensive one, compared to others, 
the main objectives of the French support system are both cultural and economic: 

To promote cultural diversity in cinema: 
• By enabling the maximum number of film-makers to create their own feature films 
• By enabling the largest audience to access the greatest variety of French and 

foreign films 

To develop and strengthen the cinema industry in France: 
• By correcting market failures 
• By collecting money from the market itself, then re-allocating it on a different basis. 

It is certainly not the purpose of this system to "fight against" or to restrict access to 
French market to any other cinema, including American cinema. France has always 
been open to cultural exchanges, and French cinema directors and producers have a 
long history of dialogue and collaboration with foreign filmmakers. The support 
mechanisms aim at ensuring that French films may have a chance to be financed, 
produced and released in good condition, and that people in France and abroad 
may have a chance to see them. A significant part of the support system is even 
dedicated to foreign movies, aiming at supporting their production (for example 
in the case of co-production with France) and their distribution in France. 
The fact that this system still exists after 60 years is nothing but the result of chance. 
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Many artists (directors, producers and other professionals in the cinema business) have 
constantly fought in order to guarantee that the system survives and develops. All 
political leaders in France have always considered this system as a key to the very 
existence of French cinema and have therefore given priority to its protection and enhancement. 

International trade negotiations, notably within the World Trade Organisation (WTO), 
have always posed a threat to this support system, which France and the European 
Union have been able to resist so far. It is very important to understand that, from a 
legal point of view, a support system is generally discriminatory as it tends to treat 
more favourably national films than foreign films.Therefore, in order to comply with 
international trade principles set up by WTO, it is necessary for a given country not to 
take any liberalisation commitment in the audiovisual sector if this country wishes to 
set up or to maintain a support system for cinema and audiovisual. Such a system 
would actually be considered illegal by WTO in the absence of such legal provisions 
and a third country could legitimately ask for its suppression.The same problem also 
exists within bilateral trade agreements. A support system therefore needs cautious 
protection in trade negotiations. 

The Centre National de la Cinematographie (CNC) was founded in 1946. It is a public 
administrative organisation wi th a legal enti ty status and financial autonomy. It 
operates under the authority of the Ministry of Culture and Communication and is 
managed by a Director General. 
Its role is to: 

• Define the regulatory framework 
• Ensure public funding in the cinema/audiovisual sector 
• Preserve and enhance cinema heritage. 

The CNC runs the state support Fund for cinema and television industries, which 
amounted to €475 million in 2004. Apart from this Fund, a smaller part of CNC's budget 
(approximately €28 million) is a grant from the Ministry of Culture.This latter part is fully 
dedicated to the implementation of cultural policies such as cinema heritage or 
education. 

The Fund does not depend on State budget at all but is based on three different taxes: 
• A tax on cinema admissions: approximately 11 % of the price of each cinema ticket 

sold in France (for all movies: French, American, others) goes into the Fund. 
• A tax on TV revenues: 5.5% of all television revenues (licence fees, advertisements, 

subscriptions) go into the Fund. 
• A tax on VHS and DVD sales and rental: 2.2% of retail and rental revenues go into 
the Fund. 
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Cinema tax 
TV tax 
VHS-DVD tax 
Total 

Total (million 
108 
326 
40 
475 

€) % of Fund 
23% 
68% 
9% 
100% 

Feature films can be shown via different means: in cinemas, by broadcasters, or on VHS 
or DVD.The rationale of the French support mechanism is to make these three means 
contribute to the functioning of the whole system through these three taxes. 

Each year, the total amount collected is divided into : 
• Cinema support (€247 million in 2004) 
• Audiovisual support (€207 million in 2004) 
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The Indonesian Film Industry and its Policy 

Drs Bakri MM 
Director of Film, Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Indonesia 

Regulation of the Film Industry 

Since 1999, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism has officially overseen the development 
of the Indonesian film industry. The Ministry's mandate is both to regulate, as well as to 
execute policies facilitating the growth of the film industry. 

The National Film Advisory Body (BP2N), an institution functioning both as an advisory 
body to the government on policy formulation and execution, and also as an arbitrator 
in cases of disputes on matters relating to film distribution, comprises members from a 
wide spectrum of Indonesian film organisations including the Producers Association, 
Film Artists Association, Movie Company Association and Film Studio Association. 
Following the change of government in 1998, there has been a call by the film 
community and film companies to review the duties and functions of BP2N in 
order to emulate other institutional models such as the fi lm commission of France, 
or f i lm council of Korea. 

Domestic Film Production 

Indonesians are free to make films and express their ideas through film. Under the 
provisions of current film legislation, films can only be produced by professional film 
companies which possess a license from the government. Students and independent 
filmmakers or experimental film are, however, exempt from this regulation. 

State support for film is aimed at directly or indirectly contributing to stimulate the 
quantity and quality of national film production, through such means as film 
scriptwriting workshops and scriptwriting competitions, subsidies for film personnel, 
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directors and film production, and talent training programmes. 

As a result of these favorable policies, Indonesian f i lm product ion has steadily 
augmented over the last five years from six in 2000, to reach 21 in 2004. 

Co-Productions and Foreign Film Production 

The Indonesian government also grants support to Indonesian film companies to enter 
into co-productions wi th foreign f i lm product ion companies. Indonesian f i lm 
companies are allowed to make use of foreign cast or crew to produce Indonesian films. 
These are just some of the measures that have been implemented in order to help 
Indonesian film production companies enter foreign markets as well as develop the 
domestic market. Foreign producers are also welcome to produce films and/or locate their 
shooting in Indonesia. This would enable larger-scale international collaboration to take 
place in Indonesia, in the same way that New Zealand producers had tied up with 
Hollywood movie studios in order to produce the "Lord of the Rings" 

Film Distribution and Appreciation 

In the area of film distribution, the government gives more leeway to what 
remains predominantly private-sector enterprise. Films and videos that are slated 
for distribution to cinemas, or made into home videos, or broadcast on television, 
are required first to obtain a censorship license. There is currently no screening 
quota for cinema and home video, although there is one for television. 

Under the current state of affairs, the issue is that there are too many foreign films coming 
in, thus reducing the number of screens available for local films as well. Hence, with a view 
to boosting the quality and quantity of national film production, the government and 
BP2N decided to establish the Indonesian Film Festival (FFI) in 2004. Formerly, this festival 
was organised every year by BP2N and the Indonesian Film Council, but it had been 
discontinued in 1992. Other policy measures planned are to facilitate film clubs or 
film institutions to initiate festivals, workshops and other activities related to cultivating 
film appreciation and growing film audiences, and also facilitating the participation of 
national films in prestigious international film festivals, and holding an Indonesian film 
week or film festival in foreign countries. 

Problems faced by the Indonesian Film Industry 

At present, pressing problems that need to be addressed include the review of the Film 
Law of 1992, in order to make it more responsive and relevant to the present and future 
situation, an exercise that is being undertaken by the government and BP2M. The 
deployment of regional and local autonomy in Indonesia has in some cases created 
new problems for film distribution, which need to be tackled. Also, in order to ensure 
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long-term sustainability and success, film as an industry needs to shore up broader-

based support from other government institutions, banks and sponsors. There is also a 

need for different film societies and film institutions to converge in their perceptions of 

growing the film industry. Finally, law enforcement efforts against film piracy need to 

be intensified. 

This paper is based on a transcription of the powepoint presentation presented by Drs Bakri on 2 June 2005 in Kuala 

Lumpur. 

On the need for change in film industry law: 

The Government is working with the parliament to review the film law. Theoretically, it should be changed in 2006. There 

is currently a strong demand from practitioners to change the film law, also to correspond to the federal system of Indonesia. 

The Board is composed of 25 members (film production associations, film associations, film professionals, academics etc). 

There is again a strong demand to change the system because this Board is only an advisory one and not a decision mak

ing one. 

Information on the Indonesian Film Committee (Komite Sinema Indonesia - KISI), represented by John 

Badalu during the Seminar: 

KISI, founded in January 2005, is an ad-hoc and temporary organisation initiated by people from the film industry. It is 

based in Indonesia and does data and concept models as a comparison with the film industry structure of other countries 

as well as initiates a firm collaboration of all film organisations in Indonesia. While considering the strength of film as a 

political development medium of culture and economy, KISI feels the urge to evaluate, improve and generate the 

structural function of the film industry in Indonesia. Professionals involved include people working in the production of 

films in Indonesia, people with international experiences and active people with a clear understanding of Indonesian films. 
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Singapore's Blueprint for the Media Industry: 
Media 21 - Developing Singapore into a Global Media City 

Ms Ang Hwee Sim 
Assistant Director, Content Development-Film, Media Development Authority, Singapore 

On 1 January 2003, the Singapore Government set up the Media Development 
Authority of Singapore (MDA), which is formed by the merger of the Singapore 
Broadcasting Authority,the Films and Publications Department,and the Singapore Film 
Commission (SFC). The setting up of MDA is in response to the convergence of 
different media that require a consistent approach in developing and managing the 
different forms of media. Various initiatives, developments and standards for television, 
film, video, radio, publication and new media are handled by the MDA. 

The MDA has a dual-function role that contributes to developing Singapore into a 
vibrant global media city as well as a creative economy and a connected society.The 
first role is to promote the growth of the media industry (Development and 
Promotion).The second role is to manage content to protect core values and safeguard 
consumers' interests (Regulatory). 

The MDA is a government agency and a statutory board under the Ministry of 
Information, Communications and the Arts. 

The MDA's vision is to develop Singapore into a vibrant Global Media City, and the strategy is 
set out in the Media 21 blueprint. This is a 10-year plan launched in July 2003 and to 
be achieved by 2012. The key targets are to grow the economic contribution of the 
media industry to Singapore's GDP and to increase the number of jobs in the media 
industry.The Blueprint established a S$ 165 million (approx.€81 million) programme 
for the development of creative content, new capabilities, digital media and overseas 
market. 

The Media 21 programme takes a holistic approach to support and develop the 
Singapore media industry, whereby a slate of comprehensive industry schemes that 
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covers the entire value chain from manpower and infrastructure development, to 
content development, to marketing talent and selling media content overseas, has 
been put in place. Media 21 comprises five core strategic thrusts: 

1. Develop Singapore into a Media Business Exchange; 
2. Export Made-by-Singapore Content; 
3. Develop Digital Media; 
4. Internationalise Singapore Media Enterprises and 
5. Augment Media Talent. 

The five core strategic thrusts would enable the media industries, (i.e. TV production 
and broadcasting, f i lm, animation, games, digital media, print and publishing), to 
develop skills, talents and capabilities, exportable content and services, and overseas markets. 

The Singapore Film Commission (SFC) was set up in 1998 to spur the growth of the 
local film industry, and as part of MDA (since 2003), it continues to spearhead film 
development initiatives for Singapore. The SFC's mission is to nurture, support and 
promote Singapore talent in filmmaking, the production of Singapore films and a film 
industry in Singapore. In terms of structure, the SFC is led by the SFC Board comprising 
13 to 15 members, with film-related backgrounds, from the private and public sectors. 
The Chairman and members of the SFC Board are appointed by the Minister of 
Information, Communications, and the Arts. It is supported administratively by a 
Secretariat, which is staffed by officers from the MDA. 

The SFC looks into various aspects of the film industry's needs and our work can be 
broadly categorised into Funding; and Facilitation and Promotion. In terms of funding 
programmes,the SFC has established the following schemes to support the production 
of Singapore films and Singapore filmmakers: 

1. Co-Production Investment Programme; 
2. Feature Film Investment Programme; 
3. Script Development Grant; 
4. Short Film Grant; 
5. Overseas Travel Grant; and 
6. Film Incubator Programme (for production of full-length digital films). 
(Details available at the SFC website: www.sfc.orq.sg) 

Through these programmes, the SFC supports, on average, the production of up to 4 
feature films, 50 short films, and a script development projects each year. In addition, 
about 50 filmmakers every year also benefit from our Overseas Travel Grant where they 
receive funding support to attend festivals in which their films were selected for 
screening/competition. 

In view of the increasing film-production activities in Singapore, the SFC also launched 
the Film & Location Service in 2004. It serves as a one-stop information centre for local 
and foreign filmmakers, and facilitates filming in Singapore by making recommendations 

http://www.sfc.orq.sg
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for locations, local production companies and crew etc. 

To promote internat ional market development and encourage the export of 
"Made-by-Singapore" films, the SFC, together with the MDA, also leads delegations to 
key film trade-markets annually, such as the Cannes Film Market and the American Film 
Market.The annual budget set aside for film development is about S$ 5 million (approx 
€2.4 million). 

In developing the media industry in Singapore, including the film industry, the MDA 
firmly believes that the Government's role is that of a catalyst and facilitator. The 
programmes put in place are intended to support the industry in their development 
efforts, and in the long run, aims to establish Singapore as a major media and 
entertainment hub with capabilities in content creation and distribution. 
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The Danish Film Policy 

Mr Lars Feilberg 
Film and Media Counselor, Filmberg, Denmark 

The Danish Film Law is the centrepiece of the Danish Film Industry. It was first 
implemented in 1965, and was revised in 1972,1989 and last in 1997.The law has three 
objectives: 

1 .To enhance Film Culture 
2.To enhance Film Art 
3.To enhance Movie Theatre Culture 

The first objective is an overall premise for the entire industry, while the second 
objective concerns the single projects related to the applicant whether it is a legal 
person or legal company.The third objective is directed toward the distribution of films. 

The support schemes are all administered by the Danish Film Institute covering feature 
films as well as documentaries and short films.The Film Institute is obliged to channel 
a minimum of 25% of the development and production support for films targeted at 
children and young people. 

The law also defines Danish film and hereby limits applicants to Danish legal entities. 

Organisation 

The Danish Film Institute is managed by a Board of Managers subject to the Board of 
the Film Institute which reports directly to the Ministry of Culture. 
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Cultural Ministry 

Board of 
Managers 

Administration 
Production 

& 
Development 

Distribution 
& 

Marketing 

Museum 
& 

Cinematek 

Each of the four departments (Administration, Production and Development, 
Distribution and Marketing and Museum and Cinematek) is headed by a Director/Head 
of Department. 

The Film Board consists of 7 persons delegated from: 
• Ministry of Culture: 3 persons 
• Feature Film Council: 1 person 
• Documentary Film Council: 1 person 
• Museum Council: 1 person 
• Employees: 1 person 

Both the Feature Film Council and the Documentary Film Council are advisory boards 
for the Film Board constituted by a representative from: 

• The Producers'Association 
• The Film Workers' Association 
• The Authors'Association 
•The Distributors'Association 

Both councils have the special task to select Film Consultants/Commissioners for 
employment by the Film Board. 

The Film Institute is entirely financed by the State, and subject to the budget of the 
Ministry of Culture. Since 1999, the financing of the Danish Film Institute was subject to 
a broad political agreement securing financing for four-year terms at the time.The 
present Film Agreement runs from 2003 until 2006. 

The Film Agreement gives the Film Institute a wider financial range to plan its activities 
and thereby stabilise support for the often long-running development and production 
process of projects. 
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The Film Agreement has several objectives which the Danish Film Institute must 
achieve. The overall objectives are broken down to a number of specific goals to be 
negotiated between the Ministry and the Film Board in a target contract that is 
evaluated each year. The Film Board is responsible for the achievement of the specified 
objectives. 

In terms of support schemes, production companies can apply for a wide range of 
support: 

• Script development and project development support 
• Production support 
• Advertising support 
• Print support 
• Festival support 
• Support for general purposes 

Movie theatres can apply for establishing support or renewal support. 

Script development and project development support and production support are all 
granted by the Film Consultant/Commissioner on a project by project basis. In addition 
to the Film Consultant/Commissioners' Scheme, there is a project development and 
production support scheme for more commercial projects called the 60/40 Scheme. 

There are three feature film Consultant/Commissioners, of which one is only allowed to 
support feature films for children and young people.There are three documentary Film 
Consultant/Commissioners, of which one is only allowed to support documentary films 
for children and young people. 

In terms of decision making, we strongly believe that granting artistic support for film 
is not a democratic process.Therefore each Film Consultant/Commissioner has his own 
budget and makes sovereign decisions. 

Subsequently an applicant only refers to only one person having the entire responsibility 
for the decision whether it is a grant or a decline for support. In many other countries, the 
decision is taken by a board of a number of people. A board decision will always be a 
compromise, and compromises tend to rule out the marginal films, or films that are out of 
the ordinary.This might help avoid films that would fail in viewership, but it might at the 
same time miss the successes that break of the common ground. 

At the Danish Film Institute, Film Consultant/Commissioners are employed wi th 
a background in script writing, script editing,film editing or film production to ensure a 
profound understanding of script development and to be part of that development as a 
consultant. Before making a production support decision, the Film Consultant/Commissioner 
gets an evaluation from a marketing producer from the Distribution and Marketing 
department on the marketing of the film and an estimate of the box office as well as an 
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evaluation from the film producer from the Production and Development Department on 

production budget,financing,production planning etc.and a calculation oftheamountof 

support needed.With these evaluations in hand,the Film Consultant/Commissioner makes his/her 

decision. 

All decisions are referred to the Board of Managers for final approval. The Board of 

Managers can only decline a decision for support if it does not apply to the Film Law or 

the target contract with the Ministry of Culture, i.e. if less than 25% of the support is 

granted to children projects. Because of their strong mandate, the Film 

Consultant/Commissioners can only stay in their position for a maximum of five years. 

If a project is turned down, it is always possible to apply to another Film 

Consultant/Commissioner for support. In this way, the system secures a second opinion 

for all applicants.This is called the principle of two doors. 

Concerning the rise of digital video in Denmark: 

Denmark allows all kinds of video/HDV/notion of digital post-production processes, which is different from Malaysia.The 

dogma movement in Denmark represented a real break with the 35 mm films, shifting focus from technical issues to directing. 

To produce a film, film producers need to have a company, but there is no licencing system to apply for help. Anybody can 

form a company and will be judged by their experiences and quality films. This is also the case in Singapore where legal 

requirements for film companies are the same as for any other companies. Licensing is only required for cinemas (classifi

cations required from Singapore Censorship Board). 

Concerning the government financial system: 

In Denmark, a film can be supported by up to 100% by the government (average of 40% equivalent to US$ I million-

€0.83 million). This is a loan, usually non-repayable except if the return is greater: it is more or less like a grant. The 

government annually spends an average of US$25 million (approx. €21 million) for feature films. 

In that sense, the system is different from the Malaysian one: the loan has to be paid back (at 4% interest after two years). 

Also, for films which qualify as Malaysian, there is the system of entertainment tax, which is repaid to film producers when 

their films yield good returns in terms of cinema entrance tickets. Usually for any film below 1 million Ringgit (approx. 

€217,102) you can make money through TV and DVD channels. 
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Chapter 2: 
What kind of film policy can be 

implemented to develop a 
sustainable film industry? 

How do different nations deal with the diverting objectives of letting the market rule and promoting cultural 

diversity? This chapter gives a number of different approaches to maintain a national film industry, from direct film 

support to quota systems. 

LF 
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The Current State of the Japanese Film Industry, and its 
Relationship with the Government 

Mr Nishimura Takashi 
Deputy Director, UniJapan 

UniJapan was established in 1957 to promote Japanese films overseas by the Japanese 
Film Industry. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry (currently the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) are the relevant 
authorities. 
Since the Second World War, the Japanese government has not had much to do with 
the film industry. The Japanese film industry was well established before the war, and 
was back on track soon after, peaking in the 1950s. As such, perhaps there was no need 
for the government to play any major part in the industry. 

The Japanese film industry, due in part to the large size of the market, has always been 
considerably strong, even during the industry's worst years. Domestic films have 
constantly maintained a 30 to 40% share of the entire market. 

Statistics for the year 2004 show that there were 20 domestic films that took in more 
than Japanese Yen 1,000,000,000 (approx.€7.4 Mill ion). Of those, 9 were 
animated features and 11 were live-action films. In total, the box-office reaped more 
than Japanese Yen 200,000,000,000 (approx.€l.5 billion) for the second year in a row. 

In a period of just 10 years, the number of theatres has increased from its lowest in 1994 
of 1,758 to a total last year of 2,825. And lately some Japanese films are starting to find 
success overseas. 

Is there, in this context, any part for the government to play to help the Japanese film 
industry? Of course there is. There are no guarantees that simply following in the 
footsteps of previous successes will continue to work. In fact, the government's role is 
now very important as the Japanese Film Industry is trying to get out of the long 
period of stagnation it has been stuck in. In 2003, Prime Minister Koizumi proclaimed 

mi 
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the foundation of a nation whose best resource would be its intellect (an Intellectual 
Property-based Nation), and the reviving and promotion of the film industry is also 
part of that plan. In Japan, no particular government office is responsible for the 
health of the film industry, with a number of Ministries and Agencies each concerned 
with its own specific connection with the industry. There is definitely a need for them 
to start working together cooperatively. 

However, that may not be very efficient. There are calls for a Japanese equivalent of 
France's CNC, United Kingdom's Film Council, or Korea's KOFIC, but it will take time 
before that such an organisation is implemented. 

The government's current policy is as follows: 
1 .To make successes more certain, and to do so more efficiently. 
2.To prevent violation of the rights of successful productions. 
3.To develop new markets. 
4.To discover and educate new talents. 

- The main theme of Point 1 is the modernisation of the film industry. The Japanese film 
industry is praised for its creativity and techniques, but is said to be poorly managed. 
Details regarding Production and Distribution still remain somewhat un-refined. 

- Point 2 refers to piracy. As this is not only a domestic problem, there is a need for 
international cooperation to tackle this issue. 

- The new markets to be developed as referred in Point 3 are those overseas, and the 
Broadband market. UniJapan, Japan External Trade Organisation (JETRO),The Agency 
for Cultural Affairs (Bunka-cho), and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 
(METI) are all involved in the promotion of Japanese films at major film festivals and on film 
markets. 

- The education and training of new talents as mentioned in Point 4 mostly refer to 
what the Japanese fi lm industry lacks the most, meaning fi lm producers who can 
work collaboratively on international projects. 

Bunka-cho and METI are the two main government bodies concerned with the devel
opment of the Japanese film industry. We can separate their roles into two. Bunka-cho 
is in charge of developing films from the point of view of the cultural aspect, while METI 
is concerned with the development of film as an industry. 

Bunka-cho has for a long time been involved in providing grants through various 
support programmes. They have programmes to award good productions, to provide 
support for independent product ions, to provide help in get t ing independent 
productions screened, to help young film makers, and they also help productions made 
in regions other than Tokyo, which is where most of the industry is concentrated. 
The Bunka-cho has a budget of approximately US$25 million (approx.€21 million) 
dedicated to film in 2005. Of that, approximately US$14 million (approx.€l1.7 million) 
is to aid the production of films; US$ 5 million (approx.€4.1 million) to aid for screening film 
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festivals; US$ 1 million (approx.€0.83 million) is for education and training, and US$ 4 million 
(approx.€3.3 million) is for the preservation of film. UniJapan has been entrusted by 
Bunka-cho to prepare Japanese pavilions at all major international film festivals, to 
present Japanese films at such festivals, and to aid in getting them on the overseas 
marke t . The budge t of the s u p p o r t i n g p rog rammes run by UniJapan is 
US$ 900,000 (approx. €755,000), which is the same allocation as in 2004. 

In 2004, UniJapan was responsible for the Japan Pavilions or Japan Stands seen at the 
Cannes, Toronto, Busan and Berlin festivals, and promoted Japanese films there. 
UniJapan also financially assisted in sub-titling 35 Japanese films, assisted 66 film 
makers with transport fees to get to the festivals, and helped with the publicity of 13 
different companies trying to sell overseas. In order to further international collabora
tive productions, UniJapan also financially assisted producers who participated in the 
Cannes Film Festival's Producers Network and also gave support to young film 
makers who participated in the Berlin Film Festival's Talent Campus. 

Meanwhile, METI has a budget of US$ 14 million (approx. €11.7) for 2005 to promote 
growth in the Japanese film industry. They have US$ 4 million (approx.€3.3 million) to 
hold theTokyo International Film Festival and for its related film market, US$ 3.5 million 
(approx.€2.93 million) to fight piracy, and US$ 5 million (approx. €4.1 million) to support 
the making digital archives. 

At the Cannes Film Festival 2005, UniJapan signed an agreement with CNC to enable a 
greater number of films to be seen in each other's countries, and to build grounds for 
future Japan-France co-productions. This is only the first step to form relationships with 
similar bodies from each country around the world to enable further co-productions. 
Points agreed upon include distribution, education,finance, film festivals, archives, and 
piracy to name a few. 

What UniJapan and CNC signed is not a pact between governments. CNC is a government 
body, while UniJapan is a private and non-profit organisation. 
However, UniJapan intends to take the agreement and use it to help urge the Japanese 
government to make a similar official pact. UniJapan is mostly interested in expanding 
the idea of what people conceive to be'AJapanese Film',and in doing so, hopes to provide 
Japanese film makers with more opportunities to participate in international productions. 

Currently, only Japanese productions are eligible for all of the film support programmes 
that exist in Japan. The same applies to UniJapan's supporting programme. 
However, there are a few cases, like at the Venice Film Festival 2004. Three Japanese 
films were invited to participate in the Competition Section. For Japanese films that 
participate in the Venice Film Festival, UniJapan's guidelines state that upon invitation we are 
automatically able to provide up to Japanese Yen 4,000,000 (approximately €29,620) in aid. The 
three films were "Howl's Moving Castle" "Cafe Lumiere" and "Shijie" (The World). 
- In the case of "Howl's Moving Castle'/the original story is neither Japanese, nor is the story 
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set in Japan. However, the Director, Mr Miyazaki Hayaoand the whole staff involved in 
the production were Japanese, and so we recognised it as a Japanese film. 

-The Director of "Cafe Lumiere" is Taiwanese, Mr Hou Hsiao Hsien. However, the main 
cast was Japanese, the film is set in Japan, most of the dialogue is in Japanese, and so 
we recognised it as a Japanese film. 

-"Shijie" (The World) is produced by a Japanese production company/Office Kitano'. 
However, the Director, Mr Jia Zhangke and the main staff are Chinese, the story is set 
is China, the dialogue is in Chinese, and at the current point in time, it would be 
difficult to class "Shijie" as a Japanese film. 

Currently, such decisions are made on a case-by-case basis, but if there were clear 
guidelines available for film makers before even applying for such assistance, they 
would be able to reflect the outcome of any application into their project earlier. 

International co-financing and co-production will probably become more common. 
What we need to do more than anything else is to define what a Japanese film is. Once 
we have that clear, then we can open our doors and give aid to films that are being 
produced with overseas cooperation. This is a step in the right direction for Japanese 
film makers, as we are certain it will encourage foreign investment in Japanese films, 
and will also help gain a better position in overseas markets. 
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CNC's support for cinema production and additional 
regulatory/tax systems 

Mr Xavier Merlin 
Director of Department for European and International affairs, Centre National de la Onematographie, France 

In the cinema sector, the CNC allocates support for fi lm production, distr ibution, 
exhibition, and also for technical industries. 
For most of these sub-sectors, CNC allocates two different kinds of support: 

• Automatic support: more than 60% of the Fund is dedicated to automatic support; 
it is the "industrial" part of the support mechanism ; 

• Selective support: it is the « cultural » part of the support mechanism. 

To benefit from automatic or selective support, a feature film has to be eligible for the 
corresponding support mechanism.Criteria for qualification depend on the mechanisms. 
On the average, CNC's support for production represents 10% of the budget of a movie. 

Details are given below for automatic and selective support for production. 

- Automatic support for production 

The CNC supports producers (who may qualify) for allocations calculated on the basis 
of their former film's box office receipts, as well as on the basis of their subsequent 
broadcast on television and video sales. 

This financial support is intended to be reinvested in the production of new feature 
films, whatever language the film is made in. It may also be reinvested in the feature 
film preparation. 

To some extent, the automatic support might be compared to forced saving: part of the 
revenues generated in a movie are put on the « producer's account » in the CNC.This 
money can only be invested into production of future movies. 

I I I I 
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To be eligible, a feature fi lm must comply with a number of criteria, regarding the 
production company, the shooting studios and laboratories, the financial support scale 
and the European dimension. These criteria are valid both for generation of support 
and for investment in the production of feature films. 

The main difference with selective support is that automatic support is available for all 
(eligible) movies, whether they are "cultural/art-house movies" or "commercial block
busters" Selective support only applies to the first category. 

- Selective support for production 
All selective support mechanisms are based on the same principle. Each of them 
depends on a committee consisting of well-known qualified professionals from the 
cinema business.The members of this committee vote for (or against) a project, taking 
into account« cultural » and quality criteria.The Director General decides to grant (or 
not to grant) a subsidy depending on the final decision of this Committee. This 
mechanism guarantees that decisions to support a project are taken on an independent basis. 

Three important selective mechanisms have been developed to support production: 

• Started in 1960, the advance on receipts is a selective support for production. It aims 
at promoting renewal and creativity of film makers by encouraging new talents to 
shoot their f irst f i lms.The object ive clearly is to suppor t qual i ty works and 
independent cinema that dares to break the usual market t rends. This 
mechanism is dedicated to French-speaking movies and may be granted before or 
after shooting.This support is repayable from receipts (advance on receipts). 

• For non-French speaking feature films (including foreign films if they have a French 
co-producer), CNC may offer specific assistance through the assistance for 
foreign-language films. This assistance, which may be applied for before or after 
production, is intended for French or foreign producers who want to shoot their movie 
in a foreign language for cultural or artistic reasons. They must already have made 
at least two feature films.This mechanism also is repayable from receipts. 

• Through the'Tonds Sud"CNC provides special support for production and post-production 
for directors originating from "southern" countries (Africa and Maghreb, Latin America, the 
Middle East, certain parts of Asia, and some Eastern European countries). Each project can 
obtain a maximum €152,000. More than 300 projects have been supported since the fund 
was created in 1984. 

It is worthwhile noting that, apart from the national support system (run by the CNC), 
regional support schemes have started developing over the past few years. 

Apart from CNC's direct financial support, cinema also benefits from a regulatory 
system on broadcasters that was built in the 1980s, at the time when private broadcasters 
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started to develop in France.This regulation is based on a double quota system: 

• Broadcasting quotas: broadcasters have to show at least 60% of European works 
(incl. Feature films), at least 40% of which must be in French1 

• Investing quotas: all televisions have to invest part of their revenues in cinema 
production (for free TV: 3.2% ; for Canal + terrestrial pay-TV : 20%, etc.). 

Thanks to these obligations, television broadcasters are strongly linked to cinema in 
France because they are bound to show feature films on TV, and because they have to 
invest in their production. On the average, television support represents 32% of the 
budget of a movie. 

In addition to the support fund, a tax shelter for cinema has also been created in 2004. 
For movies that are considered el igible by the CNC, a rebate is granted to the 
production company taking into account the amount of money that was spent in 
France to produce this movie.The main goal of this mechanism is to encourage 
shooting of French films in France. 

Other tax incent ives (called SOFICA: societes de f inancement de I ' industr ie 
cinematographique et de I'audiovisuel: investment companies which collect funds 
solely for the funding of audiovisual and cinema works approved by CNC) had been set 
up earlier to stimulate private investment. 

The following chart summarises the weight of all financial contributors to the budget 
of an average feature film in France in 2004 : 

French producer 
TV broadcasters 
International co-producer 
CNC support for production 
French distributors 
SOFICA 
Video 
Regional support 
Total 

% 
34.1 
32.6 
11.6 
9.6 
5.8 
3.1 
2 
1.2 
100 

*1 This provision is made possible thanks to European Directive < Television without frontiers> (1989) 
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On the nationality of French films: 

What is a French film? The support film system in France is not limited to French films. To be eligible as a French film, there 

is a system of "number of points" (based on the director, cast, studio etc). If the minimum number of points is reached, the 

film is considered as French. 

The question of nationality of movies and the international links between systems are very important questions. It is of 

course hard to transpose characteristics of systems in others'ones but some ideas/principles can be transferable. 

On the potentiality of conflicts of interests for choices of project in the commission/film council: 

In France, if one of the jury is taking part in the project they are deliberating on, he/she does not take part in the vote. Ihere 

are cases when problems and different points of views arise. The members change every two years and there are 40 dif

ferent commissions (with 5to 10 members for each one). This system has been chosen so that people involved in the film 

business give professional advice to the professionals in the field. 

On the relevance of co-production treaties: 

In France, there are 45 co-production agreements, but only 10 of them do 90% of the productions. The number of 

co-productions depend on economic conditions, for instance, the new tax shelter in United Kingdom increased by 3 the 

number of co-productions with between France and United Kingdom. Co-production agreements exist, but do there are no 

obligatory projects. 

What is essential for a co-production agreement to work? 

- A co-production agreement 

- A good relationship between the producers 

- Money in both countries 
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The Swedish Film Scheme 

Mr Eiffel Mattson 
Film producer/Representative of the Swedish Film Commission 

Sweden has a relatively healthy film industry, considering it has a population of only 
9 million people, who are moderate movie goers; just about two yearly visits to the 
movie theatre per capita. Sweden still manages to produce an average of 25 feature 
films per year, a number that is still growing each year. 

There are 1,100 theatres spread over the country, out of which 70% are situated in three 
of Sweden's main cities, Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmo. Swedish film has about 
20-30% market share of the box office. 

Swedish film production has an average budget of €2,000 000, the main finance point 
for most productions comes from the state-subsidised Swedish film fund, which is 
administrated by the SFI,the Swedish Film Institute (SFI). 

During the late 1950s, the introduction of TV in Swedish homes had a drastic effect on 
audience attendance at the movies: from an average of 80,000,000 theatre visits per 
year, it dropped to 40,000,000 within just a few years, a number which has since 
continued to diminish until it leveled out 
the last decades to an average of 20,000,000 
visits per year. 

In order for Swedish film to survive, a 
Film Fund was created during the early 
1960s as part of a film agreement 
between representatives from the state 
and the film industry. The main representatives 
throughout the years have been the 
producers, the distributors, the exhibitors, 
the public broadcasters and the Ministry 
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of Culture. To head the administration of this newly created fund, the SFI was created, 
in order to, among other related film schemes, give financial support to the production 
of Swedish films.The film agreement has since gone through numerous revisions and 
been renewed mostly on a fiscal year basis. 

The SFI currently administrates €40,000,000 per year, out of which €20,000,000 are 
allocated to support film production. A production is able to apply for the allocations 
through two set-ups: one is as an advance allocation during the financing process 
{selective procedure), the other is a box office-related bonus (automatic procedure). 

Selertive Allocations 

The selective allocations, which amount to yearly €15,000,000, are administrated by 
film commissioners, each employed by the SFI for a specific type of film: 

• 2 commissioners for Feature films 
• 1 commissioner for Short films 
• 1 commissioner for Documentary 
e 1 commissioner for Children films 

The commissioners can approve advance allocations for up to €800,000 for each film, 
this money can be applied during three stages, 2% during script development, 10% 
during production development and the rest during pre-production. 

Automatic Allocations 

The automat ic al locations are box off ice performance-based and amount to 
€5,000,000 yearly.The procedure for the allocation is by setting a minimum audience 
attendance target for each individual f i lm. Once reached, the allocation is given 
proportionally to the ticket sales beyond the audience target. 

The minimum audience target is decided by classifying the films by genres and 
higher for commercial centuries, setting lower audience expectations for smalle r types 
of films. 

Audience 

30 000 

Audience 

60 000 

0c/c 

Audience 
IOOOOO y 0% 

Film type '. Film type 2 Film type 3 
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The automatic allocations are limited to either when the amount reaches €800,000 
including prior selective allocations or when it reaches the equivalent of 75% of the 
producers'equity in the financing of the film. 

Financing the Film Fund 

Based on the current film agreement, the film fund has the following three main 
sources of finance.-

Pm$wm& Association 

The Government 

The Ministry of Culture 

€ 4,& million 
10% bm off km f©& 

€ i i ,? mites 

Th«s Swedish Fi lm Institute 

Total annua! budget € 40 million 

» Administration 
* Production- and Distribution Support 
* Archive 
* Cinematheque 
* Media desk 
" e tc 

This, together with other smaller sources of financing amounts to €40,000,000 administrated 
by the SF1, which besides production allocations is also responsible for other schemes 
such as those listed in the above table, 
The film agreement is currently being revised through new negotiations between the 
representatives of the industry and the State.This is mostly aimed at inviting new 
representatives to contribute to the agreement, such as DVD/Video distributors and 
the Satellite Broadcasters, and thus create a new constellation of partners that reflects 
more accurately the economics of film exploitation. 
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The Historical Assessment of Korean "Screen Quota" System: 
Its Contribution, Past Struggles and Current Crisis 

Mr Kim Hong-Joon 
Former Commissioner, Korean Film Council 

Origin and Survival 

Though introduced as early as 1966 by Korean law, the Screen Quota System was not 
practically enforced until 1993 when the Korean film community launched Screen 
Quota Watchers, a voluntary and independent non-government organisation which 
monitored the activities of theatres.The currently effective Film Promotion Law ensures 
that Korean films must be screened for a minimum of 146 days a year per screen in 
every movie theatre, thus securing 40% of annual screenings. (The number can be 
reduced to 106 days each year as regulated by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism). Since 
Hollywood films enjoyed tremendous popularity over Korean films at box office at that 
time, most theatres 'cheated' and did not abide by the Screen Quota System. But as a 
result of the activities of Screen Quota Watchers, more and more theatres began to 
abide by the Screen Quota System, and the market share of Korean films at box office 
kept increasing accordingly, slowly but steadily. 

In 1993,the market share of Korean films plunged to an all-time low of 15%. In the years 
that followed, this figure gradually increased and reached the level of over 40% in 2002. 
Thus, the Korean film community has witnessed the effectiveness of the Screen Quota 
System in maintaining the domestic film industry, without resorting to a huge amount 
of government subsidy or imposing unrealistically strict regulations such as the'Import 
Quota System.'Before 1988, the Import Quota System was in effect in Korea which limited 
the number of foreign films annually distributed in Korea. But the 'liberalisation' of the 
industry and the domestic market in 1988 abolished this and other'trade barriers' 
against foreign distributors, and Korea ended up having one of the most'free-market' 
oriented film industries in the world.The Screen Quota System survived because it was 
not regarded as anti-free market by WTO and other international trade organisations. 
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Crises and Struggles 

The Screen Quota System is not a subsidy programme. It does not guarantee either the 
commercial success of Korean films at the box office. It does not provide compensation 
for the financial loss of Korean films. Its most vital, and perhaps its only practical, 
contribution to the Korean film industry is the fact that, by forcing theatres to screen 
Korean films for a certain number of days, it gives each Korean film, once produced, a 
better chance of being released at commercial theatres. The indirect effect of the 
Screen Quota System is that annual production of Korean films can be maintained at a 
certain level stable enough to sustain the film industry.Therefore, the abolishment, or 
any significant reduction, of the Screen Quota System means the decrease in the 
number of Korean films at theatres (which will benefit, most of all, Hollywood movies) 
and the final stagnation of Korean film industry. 

But this gloomy picture almost became reality in 1999 when the US government 
pushed the Korean government to abolish the Screen Quota System. In the face of a 
financial crisis the country faced in 1998, Korea began negotiations to sign the 
US-Korea Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT). The Screen Quota System was to be 
scrapped as a consequence of the proposed treaty, which was designed for general 
commodities and if applied to the audiovisual sector would have banned the Screen 
Quota. However, the Korean film community and the general public staunchly opposed 
this treaty in defense of the Screen Quota System, and succeeded in halting the BIT 
negotiation between Korean and the US government. 

The Korean film community immediately mobilised itself for a common cause and 
successfully waged a campaign to draw the support of the public, realising that the 
struggle to maintain the Screen Quota System would have to go on for a long time, and 
also that its objectives should not be confined to the realm of the 'survival' of the film 
industry.Thus, the Screen Quota Watchers, politically and symbolically, changed its name 
to the Coalition for Cultural Diversity in Moving Images (CDMI). And CDMI started seeking 
international support for the Korean film community's struggle, and proposed the following 
agenda calling for international solidarity. 

".. we urge participants of the global film industry to join forces to 
1. Have multilateral agreements including the GATT agreement to recognise the 

"cultural exceptions" in moving images; 
2. Show solidarity and support to countries whose motion picture industry is about 

to collapse due to bilateral agreements with the U.S.; 
3. Help rebuild the industrial foundation for countries whose motion picture indus

tries collapsed; 
4. Announce, as a first step to forming an international alliance,"the Declaration of 

World Filmmakers to Form a Coalition." 
5. Promote exchanges of various works from individual countries, secure cultural 

diversity, and expand domestic film markets." 
--from a CDMI pamphlet, 1999 -
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The question is not just whether the Korean film industry can survive, but also how 
cultural diversity can be maintained and what should be done, domestically and 
internationally, for that goal. 

State of Things 

Korean Screen Quota system, originally implemented to prevent the collapse of Korean 
film industry, has gained a new meaning and role while Korean film community has 
been fighting to maintain it for the past several years. And as the international film 
community pays much attention to the recent success of Korean film industry, it is 
widely regarded as one of the key factors to sustain and develop the Korean film 
industry. Now Screen Quota System in Korea has become a symbol for the Korean 
filmmakers'determination to maintain their own cultural identity and contribute to 
the cultural diversity in a global perspective. 

However, it has been constantly'attacked'by many different forces, and its survival is in 
no sense guaranteed although most Korean citizens support the Screen Quota System. 
And this perpetual crisis of the Screen Quota System seems to take new turns, as the 
continuous superiority of Korean domestic production over Hollywood and other 
foreign films has lasted for several years. Now there is a heated debate among the film 
community, press and government as well as a pressure by a foreign country (i.e. US) 
over the maintenance of the current Screen Quota System. In other words, the struggle 
of the Korean film community which started in 1999, is still going on, and nothing has 
been basically changed in terms of the existence of hostile forces in the environment 
surrounding the Screen Quota System. The difference lies in the eyes of Korean film 
community, general public and international f i lm community, and beyond this 
boundary, any individual and group who cares about the cultural diversity of homo 
sapiens and worries over tendencies towards global homogenisation of the cultural 
sphere. This is the context in which the future debate over the Screen Quota System 
should be placed and manifested. 
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Film Finance in the Netherlands: 
The shape of current and future policies 

Mr Maarten Wijdenes 
Netherlands Film Fund 

The Netherlands have a typical small western European country film funding system 

but it also contains a unique element that sets it apart from other countries.The Public 

TV system is very unique. Public TV is not one entity as in most countries but consists 

of a large number of different public broadcasting organisations that all represent one 

of the countries' religious or ideological groups. Based on the quantity of members 

they have, they are entitled to an allocated amount of time of programming on one of 

the three public channels. These organisations all have a task to produce Dutch TV 

drama but also to participate in Dutch films.To finance it, they can make use of, besides 

their own budget, an allocated budget from a co-production fund which is mostly 

financed through the proceeds of the broadcast rights of public TV programmes on 

cable channels in the Netherlands as well as our surrounding countries. On top of that, 

there is also the government financed cultural TV fund.Therefore, public TV finances a 

large piece of the pie. 

Prolonged: the TAX allowance in the Netherlands 

Film financing in the Netherlands changed dramatically in 1999. Before that it was 

mostly a producers' task to scrape public funding together and recruit a largely 

underpaid cast and crew and shoot the project which after release, would die a quick 

and painless death. I am exaggerating the picture here but I am not far off from how it 

went.Market share for local films was at an all-time low in 1993 at less than 1 %. Plans for 

improvement were launched and budgets were established for more script development. 

Equally important was the introduction of the tax scheme which was made attractive 

for private investors to invest in Dutch films. This gave way to an enormous boost in 
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productions and, as a side effect, also a boost in production costs. 

It was a stop and go affair since the start. It had to undergo constant adjustments and 

repairs.The Ministry of Finance was not too pleased with the initial scheme: the success 

meant a lot less tax income for the Treasury. The latest modifications were efficiency 

related: the cost for fiscal and judicial consult which plays an important role in 

structuring the tax deals, had to be downsized. Now, the tax facility has been topped off 

at €20 million per year. With the going rate of around 50% for income tax payers, this 

means it can attract €40 million of private investment for the film industry. 

The history of Dutch Film has been one of ups and downs. In the 1970s, Dutch films 

were enjoying an immense success locally. Up to 3 million visitors were counted at the 

box office sometimes. In the 1980s and 1990s, this popularity waned until we reached 

the ultimate low of 0,8% market share for local productions. In total contrast to the 

little success with the audience, there was big critical success when in a period of 11 

years a Dutch film won the Oscar for Best Foreign Picture 3 times ("The Assault" 1986; 

"Antonia" 1995 and "Character" 1997). So, several Oscars, few spectators: it was clear that 

things needed to change in spite of the difficult surroundings. 

The difficulty that we were facing and that many of you probably can relate to, is the 

limitation of the Dutch language. Very few people speak Dutch. The potential market is 

small and insufficient to break even. 

The existing subsidies were not enough. As above mentioned, they were mostly from 

the Film fund, public broadcasters and their funds and sometimes a small amount of 

investment by a distributor. Another problem was that the production companies were 

so needy that they only could survive with a regular subsidy injection. There was no 

relation between box office results and actual earnings for the producer. There were 

actually no incentives to try to make a film successful. For these reasons, the authorities 

and policy makers came up with a system that introduced market elements. A choice 

was made for a system of a combination of subsidies and tax incentives.That choice 

was made in order to maintain the check of quality standards of the projects. That 

meant the introduction of the now somewhat infamous Film CV or limited partnership 

in which private investors can enjoy a tax break for their share and are offered a 

minimum return on their investment with a chance of a higher return depending on 

the rate of success of the f i lm. All this was created to strengthen the Dutch f i lm 

industry, make it less dependent on subsidies and create possibilities for production 

companies to earn back their investment or even get a return on that. Stronger production 

houses mean more solvable companies that are able to invest in new projects. Plus of course 

we needed to raise the market share of Dutch film from that dismal 1993 figure of 0,8%. 
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The first scheme was a tremendous success. Investors could earn up to 20% return on 

their investment. It was for all parties involved a very generous system. 

Too generous! Middlemen like lawyers or financial advisors made fortunes and the 
Treasury which had estimated the total loss of income tax at €10 million, was facing 
instantly a €140 million deficit on their balance. Soon it turned out that adjustments 
and restrictions had to be made. From 2001 on, private financing was limited to 30% of 
the budget and the local spending requirement was set on a minimum of 50% percent. 
One of the effects of the introduction of market elements next to public funding has 
been a steady rise of the market share of local films. From 0,8 % it grew to over 10%. 

BOX OFFICE MARKET SHARE LOCAL FILMS RISES 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 29C9 2001 2002 2003 2004 

year 

From 2006 and onwards we expect to work with the latest updated version of the tax 
scheme now free of all the negative elements of the previous ones. This should be 
effective for an unlimited time and will be much easier to manage. Middlemen are 
playing less important roles and will cost much less than before. It will be easier to 
attract more investors for larger amounts, not just private persons but also 
businesses/companies. And it will be much better suited to international co-productions 
and their often complex finance schemes. 

Text to be continued on page 75 
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The new system 

Here are some other elements of the revised system: 
8 Limit to the production budget 
9 Smaller role of middle men 
• Structuring companies mediate between film producer, tax revenue department 
and banks 

8 Structuring companies cooperate with middlemen who attract investors 
6 Foreign languages not barred, but dissuaded 

To conclude my presentation, let me show you a pie-chart of the average Dutch film on 
release in 2004 and the way it is financed. Public TV takes up one third of the budget. 
The Filmfund has an average 20% share.The average budget in 2004 was €2.6 million. 
Private investors bring in a larger deal with more commercial projects. As I speak, the 
first Dutch film with the support of a commercial TV station is being made.This is exactly 
in line with what we projected. More involvement of the market, more risk taking and 
less dependence on subsidy. It looks like we are on the right track. 

AWEiAGE FINANCING SCHEME 2004 

20% Filmfeed 
13% Internat. Co-producers 
8% Producers Investment 
9% MG Distributor 
32% Public TV 
18% Private Investors 
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Chapter 3: 
Public/Private partnerships: 

experiences from Europe and Asia 

This chapter gives a short overview of some film transition systems like in Czech Republic and Vietnam. In this chapter, 

are also revealed some alternative ways of film financing, knowing that none of these innovative ways to finance films 

can replace a strong film policy. 
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Funding for Czech Films? 

Mr Pavel Strnad 
Audiovisual Producers'Association, Czech Republic 

Overview of the Czech Film Industry 

Over the past decades, the Czech film industry has evolved against the backdrop of 
wider political and economic changes. With the fall of the communist regime in 1989, 
the move towards a free market economy has seen the large-scale privatisation of state 
film studios as well as the establishment of a Czech Film Fund in 1992 in order to 
encourage homegrown film producers. At present, Czech films constitute just 5.7% of 
the local film industry, while international productions represent the bulk (75.2%) of the 
industry. An average of 20 Czech films are produced each year, a figure which takes into 
account co-productions. Local films are made on an average budget of USD 1 million 
(approx. €0.81 million). The key local financiers of Czech films include the Czech Film 
Fund, broadcasters, distributors, co-producers and sponsorship and product place
ment. 

The Czech Film Fund 

Set up in 1992, the Czech Film Fund is an independent body administered by the 
Ministry of Culture. It is headed by a Film Fund Board which comprises 13 members 
elected by THE Parliament. It awards only selective support for development, production, 
distribution, exhibition and promotion, with most funds being used for production 
activities and less being channeled towards development. The support takes the form 
of a loan that is repayable after producers recoup their investment. 
The financing for the film fund comes partly from the 1 CZK levy (approx €0,03) on 
movie tickets as well as from the state. The total annual support being awarded to 
Czech films amounts to USD 2 to 2.5 million (approx.€l.63 to 2.04 million). Currently,a 
new draft proposal of the Film Law has been tabled for discussion in Parliament, 
recommending the imposition of a 3% tax on movie tickets, home videos and television 
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advertisement revenues, in order to generate more money for the Czech Film Fund, in 
a move that emulates the French system. 

Role of Local Broadcasters 

The major broadcasters play an important role in growing the Czech film industry. 
Public-service broadcaster Czech TV co-produces the majority of Czech films and 
receives a share of the revenues. Commercial broadcaster Nova TV has also recently 
begun its own f i lm product ion, besides pre-buying TV rights for commercially 
successful films. Pay-TV channel HBO pre-buys the TV rights of three to four Czech films 
a year. However the lack of legislation of the television industry has resulted in such big 
industry players that are difficult to deal with. 

Current State of the Industry 

Since the 1990s, there has been a decline in cinema admissions, yet gross box office takings 
have been growing steadily, thanks to the rising price of movie tickets. The market 
share of Czech films now stands at 25%. The past two years 2003 and 2004 in particular 
have witnessed an average of four Czech films making it each year into the top 10 
biggest films in the country, with one homegrown film taking the top spot in 2003. 

Alternative Sources of Finance 

Film producers are also increasingly looking into other sources of finance. These 
include financial investors, as well as film studios that provide services in kind such as 
post-production studios and rental houses. Other sources of funding are sponsorship 
and product placement, which focus on a specific target group, usually young audiences. 

The advantages of these alternative sources of finance are to keep production costs 
low, thus making it possible for a high number of young directors to show their work. 
However, the downside of this system would be that less time is dedicated to development, 
while the increasing commercialisation of films tends to limit the creative and artistic 
freedom of filmmakers. In addition, marketing budgets remain insufficient and films 
that cater to local audiences'tastes do not usually travel well. 

Note: this presentation is based on the transcription of the powerpoint presented by MrStrnad on 3 June 2005. 
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The government's support for the film industry: 
Experiences from Vietnam 

Mr Do DuyAnh 
Head of International Relations Section, Vietnam Cinema Department 

The Vietnamese film industry has always received the Government's support and atten
tion in its building and development process.The Government has implemented many 
policies to promote the national film industry including commissioning productions, 
granting tax privileges, providing low-interest loans, sponsorship for scriptwriters, sub
sidies for film production and distribution,and sponsorship for film screening in remote 
areas. The Government also invests in professional training, building technical infra
structure, film archiving and preservation. 

The above policies of the government play an important role in the development of the 
film industry in both state-owned and private film sectors. 

Current situation of the Vietnamese Film Industry 

There are currently in Vietnam 5 state-owned film production companies, 10 film pro
duction companies owned by institutions and social organisations and 20 private film 
production companies, 1 state-owned film distribution company, about 60 provincial 
film distribution companies or centres, 2 film distribution joint-venture companies and 
2 technical centres. 

Vietnam film industry was previously mostly state-run. The Government invested in 
building the material-technical base for the film industry, provided financial budget for 
film production and film distribution, and paid salaries to staffs and artists working in 
the film industry. 

Since 1986,Vietnam has begun to carry out the Renovation policy (Doi moi).There have 
been great changes in the social, economic and cultural fields of the country. When 
Vietnam entered the market economy, the Government's role in the management and 
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development of the film industry was still very important.The Government has gradually 
abolished the Centralised Subsidy system in the film industry. The cinema activities 
began to enter the market economy with self-economic accounting system. The 
Government did not fully invest in film production, but supports from 40% to 100% of 
the production budget and the production companies have to raise the rest of the 
budget accordingly. Along with the financial subsidy, the Government issued a number 
of decrees and decisions in order to assist the national film industry to overcome the 
obstacles and difficulties when it transfers to the market mechanism. 

The role of the government's support in the development of the national film 
industry 

Faced with these extremely severe difficulties, the Government was forced to support 
the national film industry. The Government of Vietnam has implemented a number of 
new policies in order to preserve and develop the national film industry. 
Reconstruction and promotion of the Vietnamese national film industry is one of the 
three major programmes approved by the Vietnamese National Assembly in 1994.The 
same year, the Government issued the Decree No. 48/CP which clearly defines the structure, 
organisation and mandates of the Vietnam film industry under the circumstances of 
market economy. 

Presently, Vietnam puts emphasis on the three short-term objectives of improving the 
technical base for film production, distribution and exhibition, balancing the proportion of 
domestic products and imported films showing on the distribution network of both 
television and theatres, training staff to accomplish the purpose of improving the quality of 
films in technical and artistic aspects, and enhancing the legal system relating to the 
development of the film industry. In realising these goals, the undeniably important factor is 
that Vietnamese cinema still receive funds from the government. Vietnam cinema has also 
taken a number of measures that are appropriate for the new situation: 

I.The Government continues the subsidies for film production: Presently, about 
10 to 12 feature films (35mm), 20 documentary and scientific films and 12 
animation films are subsidised by the Government per year.The subsidy policy of 
the Government for each kind of production is different. The Government 
supports the whole budget (100%) for documentary, scientific, children and 
animation films. Those for feature films are only covered from 50% to 70% of 
the total budget. In addition, the Government also commissions production 
companies to make two or three films per year with full subsidy. 

2. Private film production companies are encouraged by the Government to be 
set up.There are now about 20 private film production companies which have 
been established and operate throughout the country. 
Thanks to these governmental policies, each year in Vietnam, the film production 
companies produce about 20 to 25 feature films, 20 documentary and scientific 
films, 12 animation films (35mm), as well as hundreds of video films, documentary, 
scientific and animation films made by video. 
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3. With the aim to enhance the quality of production in the technical aspect, the 
government is investing in the establishment of two technical centres for film 
and video production, one in Hanoi and the other in Ho Chi Minh City with 
advanced equipment for all stages of f i lm making and with two modern 
studios for indoor shooting. 

4. In the field of distribution, in order to get viewers back to the theatres, the 
distributors have to offer better quality films.Therefore, the distribution system 
has been restructured. There is one state-owned distribution company in 
Vietnam (Fafim) with three separate branches in the big cities. It is the main 
source of films and videotapes for 61 local distributors throughout the country 
It also has the exclusive right to import films for the home market. The 
Government also implements special policies on financial subsidy for film and 
video distribution in remote areas, like in the mountains, islands and at the bor
ders where poor and ethnic minorities live. This business is tax-exempt. 
Recently, the Government issued the Decree No.26/CP which allows private film 
distribution companies or foreign joint-venture film distribution companies the 
right to import and distribute film in Vietnam if these companies have their own 
theatres.Thanks to these government policies, each year in Vietnam about 60 
titles of 35 movies and hundreds of video films have been imported and distributed. 

5. In training the film makers, with the aim of improving the artistic quality of 
films, the government has made a long term plan to educate young film makers 
to equip themselves with knowledge of new technology in film production, 
as well as knowledge of marketing and even of cultural intervention in situation 
of integrating with other cultures. During the last two years, the government 
has sent three groups of filmmakers on a refresher tour on film directing, 
cinematography, sound techniques and processing techniques in the United 
States, Germany, Republic of Korea and Thailand. Meanwhile, the Government 
invited several foreign lecturers to hold workshops on directing, creating and 
developing the script, sound mixing, editing, and so forth in Vietnam. 

6. The Government has strengthened and improved the skills of its scriptwriters 
and created the conditions for scriptwriters to broaden their knowledge by 
way of a training course, study tour, and attendance at international film festivals. 
Vietnam cinema focuses on the quality of its scripts. Vietnam cinema 
authorities organise writing camps which create the environment and conditions 
for writers to write their scripts. Scriptwriting contests are also held annually. 

7. The Government also implements the programme of socialising the cinema 
in order to look for and encourage young talents, and also to seek investment 
in film production and distribution. 

8. One important task that the Government has concentrated on recently, is the 
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establishment of a legal system to facilitate the film business. Besides the 
implementation of the Copyright Act, the Government has issued a number of 
regulations and decrees that help to control the domestic film market and 
protect the copyright of the films and videos. In particular, at present, the 
Government of Vietnam plans to draw up the cinema law which is the 
highest law for the development of the national film industry. We expect this law 
to be in effect by 2006. 

9. Support for films for people in rural and remote areas.The Government supports 
the organisation of hundreds of cinema mobile teams to show films and 
videos in remote areas.The Government has supported the production of 18 
special video programmes annually to serve the spiritual life of the ethnic 
people. The programme includes documentary animation and feature films 
which are dubbed in the minority languages. 

Conclusion 

The Vietnam Government has always recognised the value and importance of cinema 
in social life. Therefore, the government has paid attention to the promotion of the 
most popular art by providing funding and creating favourable conditions for the 
business.This support has contributed much to the success of the Vietnam film industry. 
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Current challenges of the Thai f i lm industry 

Mr Sirisak Koshpasharin 
President of Animation & Multimedia Sub-Committee for the Software Industry Promotion Agency of Thailand; 

Adviser to Permanent Secretary of Cultural Ministry of Thailand, Ministry of Culture, Thailand 

Overview of the Thai Film Industry 

In its heyday, the Thai film industry used to churn out as many as 100 films a year in the 
1980s. Since then, tired of local films, and attracted by the new found popularity of 
foreign films, especially Hollywood films, Thai audiences began to flock to watch 
American films due to their high production budget, variety, and therefore more 
value-for-money ticket prices as compared to local films. There was the perception 
that watching local films was embarrassing. 

Also after the penetration of video into the market, many moviegoers began to choose 
home entertainment over going to the cinemas. 

Due to these factors, the production of Thai films declined sharply to about just 10 films 
per year, until in 1996, a runaway success titled "Dang Bailey-the Gangster" and direct
ed by an up-and-coming director Nonsee Nimitrbutr grossed over 80 million Baht 
(approx. €1.6 million) at the box office. Subsequently, his second fi lm "Nang Nak" 
adapted from a legendary Thai ghost story, grossed over 150 million Baht (approx. 
€2.9 million) and was a box office sensation. 

Since the time of that phenomenal success, many film production companies began to 
talk again about making Thai films. More and more local audiences started to sit up and 
take note of the brand new face of Thai films. Even though initially the films produced 
were of low quality, from that moment on,Thai moviegoers began to be more receptive 
to the variety of Thai films and to the work of budding Thai filmmakers. During the past 
five years in particular, the industry saw a number of films set an exciting new standard 
for Thai films such as "Oak Bak'; "Suriyothai, Bangrajan" "Kunpan and Overture" The 
production of Thai films since began to increase steadily to about 35 to 40 films a year 
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